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Abstract:
Web applications which are high functioning, efficient, and meet the performance demand of the client are essential in
modern cartographic workflows. With more and more complex spatial data being integrated into web applications, such as
time related features, it is essential to harmonize the means of data presentation so that the end product is aligned with the
needs of the end-user. In this paper we present a Web GIS application built as a microservice which displays various time-
series visualizations to the user to streamline intuitiveness and functionality. The prototype provides a solution which
could help to understand various ways in which current web and spatial analysis methods can be combined to create
visualizations that add value to existing spatial data for cartographic workflows.
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1. Introduction

As web-based cartographic visualizations are becoming m-
ore ubiquitous, ongoing research offers new avenues for
continued development. Modern cartography aims to im-
prove understanding of how to harmonize new research
within multiple cartographic fields, such as Web GIS de-
sign guidelines, processing of earth observation data, and
integrating web-based apps into microservice architectures.

Developing methods to present land cover/land use (LC/-
LU) time series in web-based visualizations provides value
to cartographers Yu et al. (2021). When offering earth
observation (EO) data products such as raster and vector
maps in web-based visualizations, it is essential to main-
tain readable, intuitive, and aesthetically pleasing visual-
izations of the data Farkas (2020).

The Copernicus Programme is a network which collects
data through a variety of sources such as EO satellites, and
sensors on the Earth’s surface Büttner (2014). The plethora
of data available makes investigations into EO techniques
convenient Bielecka and Jenerowicz (2019). A key product
of the Copernicus Programme is the CORINE Land Cover
(CLC) dataset. The CLC data is available for all of Eu-
rope and describes the LC/LU for the continent in vector
and raster products. The CLC+ project is currently in de-
velopment and projected to be the next generation LC/LU
products for Europe, with a higher spatial and temporal ac-
curacy Kosztra and Arnold (2019). The raster and vector
products from the historic CLC inventory are used within a
wide variety of projects and agencies such as environmen-
tal Szumacher and Pabjanek (2017), agriculture Kandziora

et al. (2013), community planning Naranjo Gómez et al.
(2020), and urban sprawl Cerba et al. (2009).

Our aim is to test approaches in developing a framework to
visualize changes to LC/LU classes in time series through
the research and prototyping of Web GIS microservice tools.
Compared to the historic CLC Data, the CLC+ Backbone
will provide much more data and therefore performant vi-
sualisation techniques are needed. Further, creating these
tools in user-centered workflows helps to facilitate the de-
sign and development Abras et al. (2004). This research
could add value to Web GIS microservices with the imple-
mentation of a web-based interface that includes interac-
tive maps and other forms of statistical analysis. Integrat-
ing microservices into cartographic workflows have been
shown to increase efficiency in project workflows by re-
ducing the amount of time necessary to develop new tools
and distributing tasks among team members without the
fear of breaking a system Mena et al. (2019).

1.1 Research Identification

To support our work, we explored research into differ-
ent avenues of cartographic time series visualization tech-
niques. The input data is derived from historical CLC
data, and is compared against the latest CLC data from
2018. This dataset is a high-quality source for Euro-
pean land cover data and provides an opportunity for de-
veloping visualizations Cieślak et al. (2017). For exam-
ple, how to compare LC/LU data sets which have differ-
ent nomenclatures and MMU/MMW (Minimum Mapping
Units/Minimum Mapping Widths), and statistical graphics
for the input data.
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1.1.1 Research Questions

• How can the concept of digital cartographic visual-
izations be constructed so that it conveys information
in an effective form within the context of developing
projects such as CLC+?

– What are the needs of end-users and clients, who
will be using the service?

– How can a product be designed with intuitive
use as a core function?

– How can user-input directly influence the end-
result visualization?

– What visual aspects are necessary within the fi-
nal product?

• How can visualizations of remote sensing derived
time series be integrated into a Web GIS digital mi-
croservice infrastructure?

– How could integrating cartographic visualiza-
tions into microservices improve cartographic
project workflows?

– Do web-based cartographic visualizations offer
value to ongoing workflows in the remote sens-
ing domain?

• What are the advantages of creating a visualization
application over implementing existing technologies,
or traditional methods such as static maps, reports,
and other graphics?

1.1.2 Project summary

We aim to improve the understanding of how to harmonize
research within multiple cartographic fields to display vari-
ous time series visualizations. With this knowledge in tow,
the goal is to develop a framework to visualize changes
to LC/LU classes in time series through the research and
prototyping of microservice tools.

After gathering expert feedback, a prototype application
has been developed which includes multiple years of CLC
data, utilizes different Javascript libraries to create time se-
ries sliders, and presents statistical derivations for the var-
ious map layers. The open source Javascript library Open-
Layers1 has been used to present web maps and time se-
ries visualizations for the project. The map contains lay-
ers which are served directly from the CLC web servers
to present raster data. Additionally a dedicated GeoServer
was created to serve the vector data. The prototype also
employs existing Javascript and jQuery functionality built
on top of the web map so that time series can be derived to
view the changes in land cover for all of the coverage area.

The goal of the resulting application is to help commu-
nicate land cover information more efficiently and assist
in the decision-making process of end-users who wish to
statistically compare data from different temporal periods
from the map. Furthermore, our prototype aims to provide
intuitive, user-center designed cartographic visualizations
to help users make informed choices based on historic and
current data.

1https://openlayers.org/

1.2 Related work

1.2.1 Web GIS

A geographic information system (GIS) provides the abil-
ity to gather, analyse, and present geospatial information
Clarke (1999). The abilities of a GIS allow operators to
complete complex data analysis, create statistical models,
and find deeper meaning in data Fotheringham and Roger-
son (2013).

Applications that have a foundation in GIS are incredibly
widespread across many forms of technology today due to
the idea that nearly every human communication, natural
and unnatural feature, and resource contain a geospatial
component Lee and Kang (2015). Most current technolo-
gies and applications which exist integrate some sort of
geographic aspect into the system Goodman et al. (2019).

The existing principles of GIS software have also been in-
corporated into modern web applications. This application
of GIS is classified as Web GIS Alesheikh et al. (2021).
This transformation has come in part due to the wide and
freely available sources of geospatial data now on the in-
ternet Zhou et al. (2014).

One consideration in creating GIS applications for the in-
ternet, is the amount of spatial data which accompanies the
program. Thus the storing and accessing of data is a major
component of developing highly effective Web GIS ser-
vices. GeoServer is an open sourced web server software
which has been designed to share geospatial data across
applications on the web, and in GIS software Youngblood
(2013). It is effective in the field of Web GIS to allow
programs to access data in extremely efficient manners.
It was developed in accordance with the Open Geospa-
tial Consortium (OGC) to help serve data in a variety of
forms following the various standards for geospatial data,
such as Web Map Service (WMS) and Web Feature Ser-
vice (WFS), among others Iacovella (2017).

A WMS is designed to serve raster spatial data. The stan-
dard allows clients to serve spatially referenced data as im-
ages displayed as maps. The images are not maps them-
selves, but allow for portrayal and design styles suitable for
computer screens. WMS also allows for clients to specify
GetFeatureInfo queries for the data at given locations Bou-
los and Honda (2006).

On the other hand, a WFS client can access and down-
load any stored vector data and implement it into software,
maps, and perform tasks. The vector data is accessible
through a variety of different formats such as KML, GML,
and JSON. WFS provide more operations available to the
client such as GetFeature, which provides more flexibility
in deeper level analysis, especially on web maps Peng and
Zhang (2004).

1.2.2 Web and Microservice Architectures

Developing microservice architectures is an emerging
trend within web applications to alleviate some of the tradi-
tional problems that arise within existing web service ori-
ented development architectures. Lewis (2012) first pre-
sented on the idea of microservices as a scalable architec-
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ture in java, and research has continued on the topic Men-
donça et al. (2019). Rather than creating an entire soft-
ware package that is dependent on all distributed parts to
run simultaneously, many individual services, called mi-
croservices, are able to execute individually to accomplish
singular tasks within the overall scope of the software, as
is shown in Figure 1. By developing an application into
multiple services, the entire application does not need to
execute, instead different aspects of the application, devel-
oped as microservices, are executed when engaged with
by the user Thönes (2015). Each service is completely in-
dependent from any other service, and only draws upon
a server or database if it’s individual task is called upon
within the application. The framework has been in contin-
ual development, the framework is in use in many modern
applications Dragoni et al. (2017).

Figure 1. Example of a traditional microservice
architecture Mena et al. (2019)

The example of a micro-frontend approach is the further
continuation of a microservice strategy. A micro-frontend
utilizes the same service builder concept of a microser-
vice. It allows for streamlined development of tasks which
involve the presentation of information collected from
other services into a frontend aspect of an application.
Micro-frontends do not rely on the entire application
to run simultaneously, instead, the service can run in-
dependently and only utilize the server load necessary
for the individual need served by the front-end Cerny et
al. (2018). This concept saves development teams time
and load balancing due to the ability to have individual
team members tasked with developing various services,
without the need to continuously update and test the entire
application Cherradi et al. (2017).

Recently, geospatial researchers have begun to incor-
porate practical applications of microservices in Web GIS
applications and data Mena et al. (2019). For example, a
web map which acts as a service and displays real time
data from various sensors in the field, such as temperature,
air pressure, wind speed, etc. can be coded separately from
the rest of the web application so that when a user chooses
to engage a web map, only the relevant database and server
will be called upon. This development architecture helps
to preserve the overall load balance of the application.

1.2.3 User-Centered Design Process

User-centered design (UCD) is a process which can be em-
ployed within projects to continually collect and integrate
user feedback into each stage of development Abras et al.
(2004). There are multiple stages defined along the devel-
opment cycle in which a member of such projects pause to
gather ideas, feedback, suggestions, etc. from the iden-
tified end-user group to continually improve project de-
velopment goals Lanter and Essinger (2017), Norman and
Draper (1986).

User-centered design normally follows four iterative
stages. Figure 2 displays how each stage is evaluated in
the fourth stage to continually redesign and improve the
product Preece et al. (2002).

1. Understand the context of use: Identify the indi-
viduals who are ultimately going to use the product,
the context under which they will use it, and the
environments of the end product.

2. Specify user requirements: Determine product
requirements and goals so that the final design meets
user-needs.

3. Design solutions: Develop a design for a final
product based on findings from the previous stages.

4. Evaluate against requirements: Evaluation through
usability testing for each previous stage of design.

Figure 2. A traditional user-centered design process
pipeline What is User Experience (UX) Design? (2021)

2. Methods

2.1 Data Description

The Copernicus Program is a network which collects data
through a variety of sources such as EO satellites, and sen-
sors on the Earth’s surface. The abundance of data avail-
able makes new investigations into earth observation tech-
niques convenient Kosztra and Arnold (2019). The text
below from Pan-European Implementation of CLC+ based
on EAGLE concept (Accessed on 17/08/2021) aims to de-
scribe the ongoing work of CLC+ to provide context for
the research of this thesis.

The European Environment Agency (EEA) and
European Commission DG Internal Market,
Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs (DG
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GROW) have determined to develop and design
a conceptual strategy and associated technical
specifications for a new series of products
within the Copernicus Land Monitoring Service
(CLMS) portfolio, which should meet the
current and future requirements for European
Land Cover Land Use (LC/LU) monitoring and
reporting obligations. This process of develop-
ment is nominally called the "2nd generation
CORINE Land Cover (CLC)" and the suite of
products resulting are referred to as “CLC+”.

The CLC+ suite of products becomes part
of the new European baseline for LC/LU
monitoring for the decade to come, and the
CLC+ Core database (one of the components
of CLC+) allows to derive tailored products
(so called instances) for support to key EU
policy needs through the full policy cycle,
as well as to specific needs as expressed by
stakeholders in the Member States. Important
first use-cases for CLC+ Core instances are
around monitoring, reporting and validation to
support the implementation of the Regulation on
the inclusion of greenhouse gas emissions and
removals from land use, land use change and
forestry (LULUCF).

Both historical vector and raster products from the CLC
inventory are utilized within the context of this research
to analyze Web GIS microservice capabilities in creating
time series tools. All of the CLC data is available from the
official Copernicus Land Monitoring Website 2.

Feature labels on the map are added from a Stamen label
layer from OpenLayers. Country boundary lines are ac-
cessed from a WMS server for the European Maritime At-
las 3. This administrative layer covers all countries within
the CLC study area and is served via the Maritime Atlas
WMS.

Other open source OpenLayers extensions used include the
sidebar-v24 and the ol-layerswitcher5.

2.2 Expert Interviews

To gather the necessary information to design the proto-
type with the needs of the end-users of the CLC+ project
in mind, four expert interviews were conducted with pro-
fessionals in the field of cartography. The goal was to
gather viewpoints from various experts in different spe-
cialties in the field of developing GIS applications. The
interviews were conducted with: a GIS front-end devel-
oper, an EO/GIS software engineer, the CLC+ raster prod-
uct project manager, and an expert and manager in GIS
emergency management dashboards.

2https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/
corine-land-cover

3https://maratlas.discomap.eea.europa.eu/arcgis/
rest/services/Maratlas

4https://github.com/Turbo87/sidebar-v2
5https://github.com/walkermatt/ol-layerswitcher

Each interview was conducted one-on-one over video chat.
The questions were focused on discussing the needs of the
end-user, technical aspects to include, and potential data
sources. With the expert’s consent, each interview was
recorded and the findings from the interview were gathered
and studied to be implemented in the final end product.

3. Findings

Some of the main findings of the expert interviews are
summarized below and placed in the context of the re-
search questions.

3.1 Research Question 1

"The typical user of these products will be an expert."
"The main need for the end user is to deliver raster Geo-
TIFF products for experts and public."
"The information content that you get is probably the most
important concept for the end user. Working stable and
fluid is probably more important than having the nicest
possible design if you have to make a compromise."
"It is more important to get the best data instead of visual-
izations."

3.2 Research Question 2

"Creating visualizations as microservices, that helps. The
point here is that you have a lot of data and you can scale
microservices quite easily. So if you want to do some vi-
sualization services with big data these microservices can
be scaled and this could be done much easier. Yeah all in
all it can make the code more reusable so it runs for other
projects."
"Another benefit is that you can have the code which is
doing the visualizations on the fly in the microservice. Ev-
erything is much lighter."

3.3 Research Question 3

"So the projects that we’ve had lately are ones where the
user has wanted to be integrated. So that the user can also
be active, and getting the full picture, and getting the full
capabilities where they can choose the time frame for ex-
ample. The users also get more informed so they can bring
in their own ideas."
"It’s getting more democratic and more accessible with
open source tools."
"Some projects in the field are more desirable to have a
finished product where their user feels in control of the
project and the end product is more “theirs.”

4. Prototype development and discussion

The research questions helped to define the development
goals of the prototype, and the results from the expert in-
terviews were used to inform decisions made for many of
the prototype’s development strategies. We chose to com-
plete the development after the initial expert interviews to
incorporate UCD as a core tenet of the development strat-
egy.

Research Question 1 can be summarily broken down to
the question, "What is needed in this prototype?", both in
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terms of data and functionality. The objective in answering
the question was to obtain the needs of the end-users who
would be operating on a visualization associated with the
CLC+ project. One of the core ideas taken from the inter-
views is that any visualization for a project such as CLC+
would need to prioritize the functionality and usability of
the application over the appearance. This is supported by
multiple experts that stated the potential end users would
mostly be experts in the field, so the appearance is not as
important as the capabilities. Feedback such as this was
integral to drive the development direction towards ensur-
ing additional functionality of data analysis when users en-
gaged with the application.

Research Question 2 is aimed at gathering the technical
aspects needed to develop the prototype, and the possi-
bilities of integrating this product into larger cartographic
workflows. The experts knowledgeable in microservices
conveyed how lightweight the application would be when
built merely as a microservice. A significant hurdle when
developing GIS applications is the size of geospatial data.
Multiple experts also indicated the benefit of developing
cartographic visualizations as microservices is related to
the ability to handle large amounts of data simultaneously.
The feedback from the experts also directly influenced the
choices made to create the development stack of the appli-
cation.

The goal of Research Question 3 was to gain an under-
standing as to why developing tools such as this prototype
could be helpful in the first place. The consensus from the
experts is that tools such as this offer value to users for
multiple reasons. One reason being that the unified pre-
sentation of large amounts of geospatial data in an inter-
actable tool offers the user an opportunity to explore dif-
ferent datasets with relative ease. This is an important as-
pect when dealing with time-related land cover data, and
provides an avenue to compare similarities and differences
of locations without having to invest large amounts of ef-
fort into the process. Another point multiple experts ex-
presses was that users feel more empowered over their ac-
tions when they can explore data in visualizations such as
this. This interactability helps users feel a sense of own-
ership of the results when they can actively define the pa-
rameters from which the statistics are drawn from the data
source.

4.1 Application of data

The CLC raster products are freely available from the
Copernicus Land Monitoring website via a WMS. The
layers from 2000-2018 were chosen to normalize the six
year temporal period within the visualizations of maps and
statistics. The dataset from 1990 was omitted due to the ten
year period between it’s release and the subsequent CLC
product in 2000. The layers were then all integrated in to
the web application as tiled image layers to increase the
efficiency of loading time for the entire application.

The CLC vector products are not publicly available via a
WFS, so a GeoServer was prepared for the application to
access the vector layers over the internet via WFS stan-
dards. The geopackages available for download from the

official CLC inventory are not compatible with GeoServer,
the geopackages were first added to a Geodatabase. Once
the Geodatabase was ceated, the layers were uploaded into
GeoServer and a WFS was then configured for each year’s
vector layer. The vector layers and all features were then
available for querying from within the prototype.

4.2 Time series visualization prototype

The web application which presents the time series visual-
ization prototype was written with node.js 6, css/scss, and
html documents. The information collected in the inter-
views helped to inform the decisions we made to choose
the development stack. Such as when one expert said this,
"for front ends there is node.js which is widely used with
the OpenLayers library. It’s is a good tool to actually visu-
alize the maps you want to create." Upon further research,
OpenLayers was chosen as the JavaScript library to present
the maps in the prototype due to the impressive amount
of functionalities in the application programming interface
(API). This choice was led in part by other expert feedback
like, "here on OpenLayers.org you can get an impression
of what they are doing. So, it is basically a library to create
virtual interactable maps like these. I always use the API,
which has a super strong library, so you can search for so
many things you might want use in your application."

Every WMS layer used was added to the map via an Open-
Layers protocol. When a user clicks at any location on the
map, a pop-up opens over the coordinates of the click. The
pop-up displays the land cover class at those coordinates
for each of the four years as a time series. This is com-
pleted by using the GetFeatureInfo operation of the differ-
ent WMS layers at each click location and presents the data
via an html pop-up.

We chose to create a GeoServer to serve the CLC vector
layers via a WFS due to the increased flexibility vector data
analysis offers. Although the data was difficult to prepare
and serve due to the large size of the datasets, it ultimately
helped provide deeper level analysis into the feature data.
Serving the vector data via a WFS also allows users to ex-
plore more of the data. One such example is a feature in
our application which executes when a user holds the con-
trol/command key down and drags a bounding box across
the map. When the key is released, the prototype provides
a time series in the form of yearly statistics in the side
panel. We chose to make the effort to include this data in
part due to the feedback from multiple experts mentioning
the increased abilities of a WFS, such as the quote below
from the CLC+ raster product manager.

"We have a vector product, which is made of
polygons. And with this there are 18 classes
of attributes also attached to that like building
height, composition of the land cover, then other
attributes from other Copernicus products like
phenology or tree cover density. I think that’s
much richer in terms of information content and
also then probably something that is, let say,
more options to play a bit."

6https://nodejs.org/en/
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The statistical data are retrieved from the project-built
GeoServer using a GetFeature url to the WFS with jQuery
ajax calls. Each call gathers all of the features that fall
within the user defined bounding box. The actual vector
layers are never added to the map. The features of the
layers are only queried when the user defines the area of
interest (aoi). This speeds up the application loading time.
When adding each WFS layer directly to the map, the per-
formance of the application is nearly unusable so an effort
to avoid adding unnecessary data was made. The ajax data
response provides KML data of the features, where it is
parsed and cleaned to be used for the statistical analysis in
the visualizations within the side bar of the map. When
the side bar is opened, users can view the change over time
in terms of land cover percentages for the feature coverage
across each year.

To create a time series slider for the WMS layers, the fol-
lowing steps were taken. First, a div element was created
inside the map div element in the html file. In this div,
the current year of the slider was specified. Then, within
the JavaScript file a jQuery function is configured to recog-
nize when the input year is changed by moving the slider.
On this change, the opacity parameter of the desired WMS
layer corresponding to the time slider year is changed to
"0", while the opacity value for the other years are set to
"1" instantaneously.

The time series visualization prototype is available to view
at the URL below and a screenshot of the website can also
be seen in Figure 3.

http://129.187.45.33/TimeServer/

Figure 3. Time series visualization prototype.

4.3 Future work

There are avenues available for further research into time
series visualization tools for this prototype. One could rea-
sonably use the GetFeature calls to the WFS layers to com-
pute any sort of statistical values and trends on the fly from
the KML response to the user defined aoi. Currently, the
prototype only presents the yearly percentages of each land
cover type, however, other analysis models could be ap-
plied to the data to gain further insight into the trends over
time.

A user study will be completed in the near future to gather
both qualitative and quantitative data on the prototype. We
plan on completing user interviews, and distributing a task
with a follow up survey. Adhering to UCD principles,
many of the participants in the user study will be experts
who could use the product in their professional and per-
sonal projects. Their feedback is also planned be imple-
mented into the prototype.

5. Conclusion

In this article, it is shown how a microservice can be con-
figured to create a Web GIS application to view time series
of land cover/land use data from a variety of sources in a
unified manner. User centered design principles have been
used at each stage to evaluate and influence the design and
development of the application for the end-users. The vi-
sualization shows how applications can be derived which
help present the potential CLC+ data in a way which adds
value to the inherent data. These results present ways to
display time series data in an intuitive, clean format that
meets the needs of the defined end-users.
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